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                                    Love in the Time of Coronavirus: Couples Feel the Strain of Lockdown

                                    
With most Americans weeks into sheltering-in-place, couples are in a situation probably none ever planned for: Being in each other's faces all day, every day -- with no clear end in sight.


Experts say the new closeness is likely playing out in many ways: Some couples will find they enjoy the extra time with each other; others will be counting the days until they can be with a human other than their beloved.


On the far end of the spectrum, the worst consequences of home lockdown are already manifesting: The United Nations has reported a sharp rise in domestic violence globally.


Many couples, though, will face issues that do not escalate to that severity -- but are not minor, either.


The pandemic has ushered in a wave of new stresses, from the health threat itself to job and income losses. At the same time, many of the usual coping strategies have evaporated, too, said Katherine Hertlein, a professor of couple and family therapy at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas.


If you usually deal with a spat by going to the gym to cool your head, that's fine, Hertlein said -- as long as you talk about the issue later. But that option is no longer on the table. Neither is going to a movie, or yoga class, or meeting friends.


"People weren't given the chance to develop new coping strategies before this all went down," Hertlein said. So couples are left to figure it out -- or not -- as they go along.


One general area of contention for partners can be defining their new "roles." It may get especially thorny if they have kids and now need to be teachers, principal, nurse, chef and maintenance crew, Hertlein said.


"Who gets those roles?" she said. "In mixed-sex couples, they often go to the woman by default."


Hertlein suggested that instead of sliding into default mode, partners talk about work division, and maybe switch it up regularly. "You can say, 'For this week, we'll do this,'" she said. "And if it's not working well, at least there's an end point."


For some couples, lack of work may be a problem. Aimless days devoid of routine can set partners up for trouble, according to Drs. Jacqueline Olds and Richard Schwartz.


They are both psychiatrists at MGH/McLean Hospital, in Boston, who also happen to be married.


Schwartz pointed to the importance of maintaining a regular sleep pattern, a healthy diet and some kind of physical activity -- which all play a big role in mood and emotional regulation.


And, in general, Olds said, setting up a routine gives each day a structure and a feeling of being "worthwhile," which can also be a mood-booster.


The duo offered couples three general areas of advice:
	Follow the "Golden Rule" of treating others as you want to be treated. Remember that your partner may be more sensitive right now, and the little digs and charming criticisms may not fly anymore.
	Use touch, whether it's sexual or simple affection.
	Give each other space for separate activities.



What does "space" look like these days? A solo walk outside, if possible, is a good idea, according to Olds and Schwartz, partly because time in nature is renewing and gives people perspective.


A solo video chat with friends is another route, as is simply curling up with a good book that "brings you to another world," Schwartz said.


That time away is important not just for a break, Olds and Schwartz said. It also helps partners return to each other "afresh," with new things to talk about instead of "going to the mat over little things."


If you live in tight quarters, earbuds can be a blessing, Hertlein pointed out. "Earbuds are a physical sign that you're not attending to your partner."


But, she added, be clear about why you're using them. "You might tell your partner, 'This is my time for self-care. It's not about tuning you out.'"


If, however, a domestic situation is beyond what couples can handle, they can turn to professional help, all three experts said. Many mental health professionals are offering sessions, including couples counseling, via telehealth.



More information


The American Psychological Association has more on COVID-19 and mental health.

                                    SOURCES: Katherine Hertlein, Ph.D., professor, couple and family therapy, University of Nevada, Las Vegas; Jacqueline Olds, M.D., consultant in psychiatry, adult psychiatry residency training program, MGH/McLean Hospital, Boston; Richard Schwartz, M.D., senior consultant, adult psychiatry residency training program, MGH/McLean Hospital
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